
	

Prepare Your Office For Cold & Flu Season 
Or . . .  Suffer Through It 

 
I don’t mean to sound drastic but it is that time of the year and according to a study by 
Staples in 2012 90% of employees went to the office even though they knew they were 
sick.  Yes, it’s 2 years later and everyone is 2 years smarter and more aware. . . right.  You 
can pretty much expect that this year will be the same as last year which was probably 
pretty similar to 2012.  We don’t change that quickly, if at all. 
 
So, how do you combat this epidemic of sickies in the office?  We're going to help you 
in this article by outlining some of the things that can be done to keep your office 
healthy.  Some are easy, some may be harder depending on your culture and  
management style. 
 
Number 1 
Tell people to stay home and get better. 
The reasons for coming into the office when sick vary depending on the organization. 
 People don’t want to lose vacation/personal days, when sick days are not provided 

for separately  
 People feel they will let their teams down if they are not there to participate – even 

though they will likely spread the illness farther 
 They will lose out on the ability to make the impression to the bosses of their  

willingness to work under the most extreme conditions – even though they will be 
60% or less productive while at the office 

 They have no way to working off site – mobile 
workers is a common issue for many companies 
but if you don’t have or don’t want to have the 
ability to set up communications for these people 
they are limited in their ability to work outside the 
office.  

 
It may take a management personality change to 
make some of this happen but isn’t it worth it to have 
a healthier happier work place.  And if you are the 
boss coming into the office sick . . . do your staff a  
favor and STAY HOME! 
 
Number 2 
Educate the staff of the things that have been shown 
to improve your chances of beating the flu season. 
First realize how the flu usually spreads, and this is  
disgusting, when you are face to face with someone 
that has an infectious flu the droplets of moisture 
(infected moisture) from their mouths or noses end up 
in your mouth or nose.   
 
Disgusting yes, but this happens everyday all day long.  We just aren’t as concerned 
about it until it’s flu season. 
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So protect yourself from sick people.  See Number 1 above.  
 
Encourage these people to cover up when sneezing or coughing. 
Keep your distance from the sickies.  This is not meant to be a social issue but there is a reason many 
pediatric offices have a waiting room for sick kids.  Maybe we should develop an area in your  office 
for sick workers, those that just can't stay home.  
 
Hmmm, sounds like a great idea, we’ve got some great concepts we would love to try out, drop us a 
line if you are interested. 

Advice From The CDC 
 
This season follow the advice from the CDC to help stop the spread of the flu and you and your office 
will be in better shape, more productive and generally happier. 
 
Here are the top 6 recommendations: 
 Avoid close contact 
 Stay away from those that are sick 
 If you sick one keep your distance from others 
 Stay home when you are sick 
 Yeh, I think we’ve covered this one already 
 Cover your mouth and nose 
 Yep, covered this one too 
 Clean your hands 
 Avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth.   
 These are apparently the fastest entrances for the flu germs to get into your body – so guard 

them carefully. 
 Practice other good health habits 
 These would be too numerous to list here but you know what they are, even if you don’t 

choose to participate  
 
Lastly –  

Practice The Fist Bump Instead Of Handshakes 
 
On the November 30th CBS Sunday Morning show a journalist quoted a study indicating that a Fist 
Bump cut down the transmission of germs by 90% over shaking hands.  So here is another thing you 
can do to help cut down on germ transmission. 

7 Good Reasons For Calling In Sick 

From Salary.com they have assembled a list of reasons that are acceptable when you need to call 
in.  We’ll leave it up to you to decide what is legitimate: 

1. Contagious illness  -  we’ve covered this one here 
2. You need a mental health day 
3. Family issues, such as  sick child 
4. Severe weather 
5. Loss of a family member or loved one 
6. Toilet has exploded 
7. You have a job interview (we’ll let you decide the validity of this one ) 

We’d like to take this time to thank you for a 
wonderful year and  

Wish You The Merriest Of Holiday Seasons  

And  

A Prosperous New Year 

May Your Dreams Come True,  

Your Sorrows Be Few 

And May All Your Loved Ones Be Safe 


